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ABSTRACT 
An elementary proof of a recent generalization of the Hoffman-Wielandt theorem 
to commuting m-tuples of normal matrices by Bhatia and Bhattacharyya is given. In 
the case m = 1 this provides a derivation, which, though using the same tools, avoids 
some unnecessary calculations and is thus shorter than the original one and that to be 
found in the standard literature. 
Let A = (A”),..., A(“)) be an m-tuple of commuting normal n-by-n 
matrices. There exists a unitary matrix U such that 
UHA(j)U = Rj = diag( cry), , a,?), j=l ,...,rnF. (1) 
The vector (Ye = (ail), . . . , aim)> E C”, 1 < k < n, is called a joint eigen- 
value of A. In [l], Bhatia and Bhattacharyya prove: 
THEOREM. Let A, B be two m-tuples of commuting normal operators 
with joint eigenvalues (Ye, &, where Pk = ( Pi”, . . . , Pk(“‘)), 1 < k < n. There 
exist permutations u, 6 of (1, . . . , n) such that 
n n m 
kg1 1% - &(k,lli = c c 
k=l j=l 
l,fj) - ${~,I2 < c I(A(j) - B(j’ll% 
j=l 
m 
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Here II 112 is the Euclidean vector norm and II IIF the Frobenius matrix 
norm. 
We give an elementary proof based only on 
6) the Birkhoff-K&rig theorem stating that the set of doubly stochastic 
matrices is the convex hull of the permutation matrices, 
(ii> the fact that a linear functional defined on a convex polyhedron 
achieves its optimal value on a set which includes a vertex. 
Proof. Using (1) and 
vHB(j)v = Mj = &ag( pp, . , @)!j’>, j = 1,. . . , m, (3) 
for a suitable unitary matrix V, we get 
A(j) - B(j) = V(WAj - MjW)UH, 
where W = VHU = (w,,),,,+,, , n is unitary. As the Frobenius norm II II r 
is unitarily invariant, we have 
E IlAW _ B(‘) 2 - J IIF - 5 IlWn, - MjWj/; = E t lwrs( a;j) - @))I2 
j=l j=l j=l r,s=l 
= i l~,,l~h,~, h,, = 2 lcr;j) - p;“12. (4) 
r,s=l j=l 
Define the linear functional L(X) = C: s = lh,s x,, on the set 4 of doubly 
stochastic matrices, and let W = (Iwr,lz> EL By (ii) above, I achieves its 
maximum and minimum on vertices of A, which by 6) are permutation 
matrices. Hence there are permutation matrices P,, P2 such that 
Z( P,) =C Z(W) < I( P2), 
i.e., there are permutations u, 6 of (1, . . . , n} such that 
2 h&(k),,. 
k=l 
(5) 
The equality here is shown in (4). But (5) is exactly the statement (2). n 
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We remark that for m = 1 this is the famous Hoffman-Wielandt theorem; 
see [2] and many standard books on matrix theory. The proof given above is 
also slightly simpler than that in [2], where the convexity argument is applied 
to the expression IIA - B11; - 11 Alli - IlBll~. 
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